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JTIP Unit I: Introduction to Juvenile Defense
Lesson 3, Organization 101: Managing the  
Juvenile Caseload  (2.5 Hours)

BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

As trainers prepare for this Lesson, it is essential to read through the Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide. The 
Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide has important information, such as recommendations for facilitating sessions, 
strategies for using the Forensic Exercises, suggestions for organizing group work, tips for offering feedback 
to participants, and details about how this Lesson fits into the overall JTIP training. Also, it is important to 
note that this Lesson is written from a general, national perspective. Therefore, it is necessary for trainers to 
integrate local statutes, rules, and case law into the Lesson in advance and ensure that the Forensic Exercises 
and Handouts are adjusted as needed. If you have any questions or would like more information on this or 
other Lessons, please contact NJDC at (202) 452-0010.

Overarching Goal
Juvenile defender will learn strategies to effectively manage, represent, and promote client goals.

Objectives
Juvenile defender will:

•	 Develop a proposed timeline and plan for representing a youth client at all stages of the case;

•	 Understand ethical obligation to maintain client files and document all developments in the youth’s case; 

•	 Learn organizational strategies to effectively manage, represent, and promote the goals of each client;

•	 Learn to write a Case Planning/Investigative Memo at the outset of any new case; 

•	 Develop tools to track a large caseload;
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•	 Develop tools to identify next steps and track deadlines in a large caseload; and

•	 Identify tools and strategies for maintaining a healthy mental balance. 

Training Materials: 
•	 Local Attorney Practice Standards (trainer to provide)

•	 Proposed Timeline for Effective Advocacy

•	 Sample Investigative Memo

•	 Sample Motions, Investigation, and Discovery Checklists

•	 Sample Case List

•	 Sample Weekly Client Check-In and To-Do List

•	 Sample Case File Form

•	 Sample Trial Notebook Guide

•	 Sample Trial Memo

Supplemental Materials:
•	 Sample Case Outline
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Trainer’s Overview

I. The Ethics and the Reality (25 minutes)

•	 The trainer should lead an introductory discussion on the importance of case management.

A. A Statement of Goals 

•	 The trainer should lead an interactive discussion, posing questions to and eliciting answers from participants, 
on the ethical obligations of juvenile defenders. 

•	 The length of this portion will depend on whether or not the participants have received the training Role of Ju-
venile Defense Counsel. If participants have received that training, then the trainer should treat this section as 
a review. If participants have not received that training, then the trainer will have to spend more time discuss-
ing the juvenile defender’s ethical obligations.

B. The Ethics 

•	 Through an interactive discussion, the trainer should quickly highlight minimum requirements set forth in the 
Local Standards. If there are no Local Standards, an example of requirements from Attorney Practice Standards 
in other jurisdictions is provided in the Trainer Notes.

C. The Challenge: A Myriad of Tasks 

II. Where Does the Time Go? (20 minutes)

•	 Trainer should lead a brief discussion to acknowledge and examine the time pressures that exist in the life of a 
given delinquency case.

A. Time Pressures

•	 The trainer should then lead an interactive discussion about the short- and long-term goals and corresponding 
tasks contained within the timeline. Trainer should encourage participants to share their own methods of keep-
ing timelines and discuss alternatives for the order or prioritization represented in the proposed timeline.

B. Proposed Timeline for Effective Advocacy

III. Case Planning/Investigation Memos (30 minutes)

•	 Trainer should lead an interactive discussion on the benefits of using case planning and/or investigation memos. 

A. The Benefits 

•	 The trainer should highlight the key components of a case planning or investigative memo, and should encour-
age participants to share their own strategies for constructing such preparatory memos. 

•	 The trainer should also note that certain components may not be necessary or appropriate for certain cases and 
discuss prioritization and realistic memo length.

B. Key Components of Investigative or Case Planning Memo
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IV. Time-Saving and Organizational Tools (40 minutes)

•	 The trainer should lead an interactive discussion on standardized time-saving tools within participants’ offices 
and talk about the use of templates. This discussion should encourage sharing of materials and tools among 
colleagues and within the juvenile defense community.

A. Time-Saving Tools 

•	 The trainer should use the samples to lead a discussion on developing individualized checklists that work best 
for a defender’s work style and needs, and solicit ideas for good checklists and/or other tools from participants.

B. Developing Routine Checklists 

•	 The trainer should acknowledge that not all defenders will have the time or resources to produce the types of 
in-depth trial preparatory materials featured in this lesson. Accordingly, the trainer should lead a discussion on 
strategies for organization with limited resources, including getting assistance from college and/or law students.

C. Getting Assistance from College Students and Law Students in the Community 

•	 The trainer should lead a discussion on various examples of good case management tools, encouraging partici-
pants to share particularly effective tools they have utilized.

D. Case Management Tools for High Caseloads

V. Trial Preparation (35 minutes)

•	 The trainer should lead an interactive discussion on ineffective assistance of counsel (“IAC”). Trainer will pres-
ent participants with questions on the minimum standards, relevant case law and common grounds for findings 
of IAC.

A. Avoiding Ineffective Assistance of Counsel (“IAC”)

•	 The trainer should lead an interactive discussion, asking participants to brainstorm about the elements of ef-
fective trial preparation.

B. Guidelines for Effective Trial Preparation 

•	 The trainer should lead an interactive discussion on the utility of trial notebooks and outlines in the prepara-
tion stage.

•	 The trainer should solicit ideas for similar preparation strategies and tools from participants.

C. Trial Memos and Trial Notebooks
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Trainer Notes
I.  The Ethics and the Reality

A. A Statement of Goals 

•	 Probably the most difficult part of being a public defender is coping with the high caseload that public 
defenders normally carry and the emotional toll that accompanies it. 

•	 High caseloads require defenders to triage, which in turn leads to a high number of early pleas.  

•	 While triage is both necessary and important, triage means that the defender – and more importantly, 
the client – will often miss out on valuable opportunities to challenge the government’s case. Govern-
ment cases often fall apart when the defender takes a case to trial or otherwise pushes the envelope: 
witnesses don’t show up; the government doesn’t comply with discovery obligations; the government 
gets sanctioned for failing to respond to defense pleadings; etc. Even pretrial challenges (through 
discovery and motions practice) will sometimes cause the government to dismiss or abandon a case, or 
will yield better pleas. 

•	 If the attorney sacrifices case preparation in some or all of his or her cases, he or she will not only 
deprive the clients of their Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel, but he or she will 
also violate the canons of ethics requiring thorough and consistent preparation.

•	 The goal of this training is to discuss ways a defender can organize a caseload to maximize the time he 
or she can spend on each individual case.  

•	 We will start with a quick review of the minimum ethical obligations that a defender has to each client 
in each case and then discuss best practices for optimal zealous advocacy.

•	 We will also talk about ways defenders may streamline the work, collaborate with colleagues, develop 
time management tools and obtain assistance from college and law students in the community.

B. The Ethics 

Note To Trainer
If the group has recently completed the Role of Juvenile Defense Counsel training, please 
ask the participants to think back to that lesson and treat this discussion as very quick 
review of key principles. 

Note To Trainer The trainer should ask, “What is the basic ethical obligation of juvenile defense counsel?”

•	 To zealously represent the client’s expressed interest, which means staying on top of tasks necessary 
to meet client goals (e.g., filing motions to get evidence suppressed if client is eager to challenge the 
government’s case, etc.). 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should ask, “Is the ethical obligation of juvenile defense counsel the same or 
different from the ethical obligation of the adult defender? What do the ABA Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct say about the lawyer’s representation of a minor?”
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•	 The ethical obligations of juvenile defenders are the same as adult defenders plus more. 

•	 The ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.14 Client With a Diminished Capacity (including minors) says:

a. When a client’s capacity to make adequately considered decisions in connection with a represen-
tation is diminished, whether because of minority, mental impairment or for some other reason, 
the lawyer shall, as far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship with 
the client. Model Rules of PRof’l ConduCt R. 1.14 (2010) (emphasis added).

Note To Trainer The trainer should ask, “What does it mean to have a “normal” attorney-client relationship? 
What are the obligations an attorney has to his or her client (child or adult)?”

Practice Tip

Goals in establishing a trusting attorney-youth client relationship are the same as an adult-
client relationship.

•	 Competent (knowledgeable, skillful, prepared) representation. Id. at R. 1.1.

•	 Zealous advocacy. Id. at R. 1.2

•	 Diligence and promptness. Id. at R. 1.3

•	 Communication with Client. Id. at R. 1.4 (Thus, we cannot withhold information from the client regarding 
problems with government’s case.)

•	 Confidentiality. Id. at R. 1.6

•	 Independence and loyalty. Id. at R. 1.7

•	 Candor to Client. Id. at R. 2.1

Note To Trainer The trainer should ask, “How are a juvenile defender’s ethical obligations tied to case man-
agement and organization?”

Note To Trainer For a more detailed discussion of this topic, see next section, Part I.C.

•	 In order to provide competent, zealous advocacy to clients, defenders must be organized with respect 
to important timelines, case management, prioritization, case investigation, witness interview lists and 
other critical components of a case.  
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C. The Challenge: A Myriad of Tasks 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should state/ask, “Let’s distill this down to very practical steps/requirements for 
the defense attorney in any juvenile case. What are the basic tasks and obligations that the 
defender must meet in any juvenile case? Are there any Local Attorney Practice Standards? 
What do the Attorney Practice Standards require of the defender in each case?”

Note To Trainer

The trainer should pull Local Attorney Practice Standards, if there are any, and provide copies 
to participants. The trainer should quickly highlight minimum requirements set forth in these 
Standards. The following list provides examples of requirements that appear in Attorney 
Practice Standards in other jurisdictions. 

The following list, drawn from examples of requirements across Attorney Practice Standards in several jurisdic-
tions, provides guidance on the tasks that juvenile defenders must undertake and obligations they must fulfill in 
any given case: 

•	 Conduct client interviews: initial and follow-up interviews and ongoing communication with client. 

 ° Learn to ask developmentally appropriate questions and learn how to interpret the youth’s responses.

•	 Investigate the case promptly and thoroughly, independent of the government.

 ° Seek out and take statements from prosecution witnesses.

 ° Visit the scene. 

 ° Subpoena documents, surveillance videos, etc.

•	 Attempt to settle the case through formal or informal negotiation.

•	 File pleadings to modify or reduce pretrial detention.

•	 Attend and participate in all court conferences and hearings.

•	 Request viewing letter and go see government evidence.

•	 Research legal elements for each offense.

•	 Research, file and litigate motions. 

•	 Engage in plea negotiations with the prosecutor.

•	 Retain defense experts.

•	 Counsel client about options throughout case.

•	 Develop trial theory for defense. 

•	 Anticipate government’s trial theory. 

•	 Draft trial preparation: opening statements, direct examinations, crosses, motion for judgment of acquit-
tal, closing, etc. 

•	 Conduct post-hearing follow-up and review of court orders.
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•	 Obtain support services, such as from investigators, sign interpreters, and language translators.

•	 Assess clients’ needs for services and assist in obtaining those services.

•	 Discuss appellate rights with clients and file appeals.

•	 Participate in negotiations, discovery, pretrial conferences and mediation sessions.

•	 Conduct effective disposition and post-disposition advocacy:

 ° Investigate all sources of evidence, including any reports or evaluations that will be introduced at 
the disposition hearing.

 ° Seek timely disclosure of social, psychological, psychiatric or other reports.

 ° Seek the assistance of psychiatric, psychological, medical or other expert personnel to evaluate, 
consult, or testify at disposition hearing.

 ° Maintain regular contact with the client after disposition to ensure that he or she continues to 
understand and comply with conditions set by the court at disposition. 

II. Where Does the Time Go?

A. Time Pressures 

•	 The juvenile defender will only have a short period of time between arraignment and trial in which to 
perform some of the most essential tasks in the juvenile case.

•	 If the youth is not detained, counsel may have a month or so during which to prepare for the trial. If the 
youth is detained, the time period will likely be two to three weeks. 

•	 Investigation is essential before the defender can adequately advise the client about plea options. 
Unfortunately, investigation is time-consuming, as it may require multiple attempts to locate witnesses.  

•	 Getting records from the police department, forensic lab, hospital or public agency may also be slow. 

•	 If the defender expects to use an expert witness, he or she should expect that it will take some time to 
locate an appropriate expert and for the expert to find the time to conduct the examination or test that 
counsel needs. 

B. Proposed Timeline for Effective Advocacy

Note To Trainer
The trainer should hand out the Proposed Timeline for Effective Advocacy Handout and review 
it with participants.  The Handout is in the following materials and is available as an editable 
Handout that can be downloaded or printed from www.njdc.info.
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IIII. Case Planning/Investigation Memos 

A. The Benefits 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should ask, “How many of you write investigative or case planning memos (even 
when you don’t have an investigator)? What are some of the benefits of an investigative or case 
planning memo?” The trainer should then lead an interactive discussion based on the Trainer 
Notes that follow.  

•	 Defenders in high volume offices are often very reluctant to devote time to investigative or case plan-
ning memos in every case. In an effort to triage, the defender will not write any such memos or will only 
write these memos in the most serious cases.  

•	 Investigative or case planning memos actually save time, even when only minor offenses are involved. 
Even a loosely sketched memo can save a lot of time as the case progresses.

 ° Forces the defender to pull elements early in the case (including jury instructions).

 ° Helps defender think about potential defenses.

 ° Helps defender plan investigation and develop a checklist.

 ° Helps defender recruit and easily direct an assistant with basic tasks – e.g., volunteer intern, investi-
gator, mitigation specialists, law clerk, etc. 

 ° Makes information about the case easily accessible right at the front of the case file. 

 ° Allows defender to quickly review the case when caseloads are high and the defender has multiple 
clients to think about.

•	 A law clerk may even help with the investigative memo, but the defender should review it and add to it. 

B. Key Components of an Investigative or Case Planning Memo 

Note To Trainer

The trainer may hand out the Sample Investigative Memo at the start of this discussion or 
work through the discussion and then hand it out at the close.   A copy of the Memo is in the 
following materials for trainer reference and is available as an editable Handout that can be 
downloaded or printed from www.njdc.info.

Basic Tips for Investigative Memos or Case Planning Memos: As you write the investigative memo or case planning 
memo, imagine that you have hired an investigator who will do all of the work for you on the case. This memo will serve 
as the investigator’s complete instructions. You will need to tell the investigator basic information about your client and 
the case, identify factual and legal issues in the case and discuss the choices you think are available to all of the parties 
(government and defense). While there is no set format for the investigative or case planning memo, there are certain 
categories that should routinely be included.  

Your memo should address the following categories:

•	 Next Court Date: Include the date, judge and time of next hearing.
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•	 Client Info: Provide background information on your client and the case: 

 ° Client’s full name

 ° Case number

 ° Client’s social file number

 ° Date of birth

 ° Client’s address and phone number

 ° Prior adjudications and contacts

 ° Other pending cases

•	 Client’s Current Release/Detention Status:

 ° What is your client’s current status (i.e., what is his or her placement/level of detention pending 
trial: secure detention, in a shelter house or released with conditions)?

 ° What are the conditions of release? 

 ° Do you have plans to attempt to modify or reduce your client’s level of detention? List your argument 
for your motion.

•	 Family Contacts: 

 ° Parent/guardian name, address and phone numbers

 ° Name, address and phone numbers for any other family contacts

 ° Names and contact information for any pre-existing service providers 

 ° Names of co-respondents and their lawyers

•	 Offense:

 ° List each charge the government has filed, including jury instructions with the elements of each of-
fense and statutory citation for each charge. Also include the date, time and location of offense and 
arrest (if different). 

 ° In co-respondent cases, include name of the co-respondent as well as the co-respondent’s charges. 
You should have the name and contact information for the co-respondent’s lawyer.

 ° If you have any information about the complaining witness, such as his or her name and contact 
information, his or her relationship with the client or any injuries sustained, include it here. 

 ° List the name and role of all officers involved in your client’s arrest.
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•	 Theory of the Case (i.e., trial on the merits): write down the key facts/arguments in the case, from 
both sides.

 ° Government

a. What does the government allege happened? (It is helpful to summarize the police version of 
events from the police report.) 

b. How will the government be able to meet its burden of proving all of the elements of the 
charged offense? What will the government witnesses say?

c. Who are the likely government witnesses?

d. What government trial theories do you anticipate?     

 ° Defense

a. What are the possible defense theories (pros/cons of each)? Think broadly here; don’t limit your-
self. This is a brainstorming session. 

b. What legal research do you need to do? (e.g., Are certain theories of defense legally permis-
sible? Is certain evidence admissible?) 

 ° Client Interview: Include a summary of the client interview. The interview may or may not be 
consistent with the defense theory of the case. The defender should not be limited by the client’s 
version of the facts when developing a defense theory. 

•	 Discovery Issues: What discovery have you obtained thus far? How does it impact your analysis of the 
case? Also include the discovery you anticipate needing from the prosecutor as you go forward. When 
will you file your discovery request letter with the prosecutor? 

•	 Fact Investigation: What facts do you wish to learn? What are the specific steps you will take to find them?  

 ° People: What witnesses will you try to find? How will you find them?  Include all the details 
you know at this point, including addresses, phone numbers, known hangout spots, license plate 
numbers, nicknames, etc. What will you ask these witnesses when you do find them? It is important 
to think through and outline these interviews in advance of a face-to-face meeting. It is equally 
important to remain flexible and open-minded during the interviews.

 ° Places: What places do you need to visit in order to gain a better understanding of the alleged 
offense? Do you need to photograph or diagram the scene of the offense or the scene of the arrest? 
Do distances matter?  Does lighting matter?  

 ° Things: Are there any documents you need to subpoena? Are there any tangible objects you need to 
view and/or photograph?  
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•	 Possible Motions to Be Filed/Litigated/Legal Issues to Be Researched:

 ° Suppression: What evidence do you think might be subject to suppression? Was there any illegal 
state action? 

 ° Evidence Blocking: List every piece of evidence the government might introduce (witness testimo-
ny, tangible evidence, demonstrative evidence, photos, etc.). Are there any constitutional, statutory, 
evidentiary or procedural grounds for excluding that evidence? For example, is the evidence reliable? 
Was the evidence provided to defense counsel in accordance with the rules of discovery and Brady? 
Is it the best evidence? Does the evidence violate the Confrontation Clause? Does the government 
witness have a privilege that should be invoked? Press yourself hard about how to keep evidence out 
of the case.  

 ° Elements and Affirmative Defenses: Also see all questions listed previously under “Theory of the Case.”

•	 Action Timeline/Plan of Action: Either delineate a timeline for your actions here or note deadlines 
and projected dates throughout the memo. For example, what date will you have a draft of a discovery 
request (letter or motion) to the prosecutor? What is your deadline for going to the precinct to get a 
police report? When will you attempt to look for witnesses?

•	 Long-Term Disposition Planning: Discuss both pretrial and post-trial disposition planning (disposi-
tion alternatives).  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should explain to participants that long-term disposition planning is separate from 
planning investigation and/or research. Here you are assuming that your case will go to dispo-
sition and thinking strategically about how to put your client in the best position for disposition.

 ° What outcomes will you seek for your client?  

 ° If the case were to go to disposition next week, what information would you want to have?  

 ° What issues are likely to be most important at disposition? 

 ° What steps should you and your client take right now to address these issues?

a. Example: If your client is at a shelter house because his mother said he could not come home, 
how will you determine if this is a permanent decision on the mother’s part, and what alterna-
tives are you looking at if it is?

IV. Time-Saving and Organizational Tools

Note To Trainer
A number of tasks were identified in the Sample Investigative Memo.  The trainer should 
explain that when caseloads are high, it will be essential to identify time-saving tools and 
standardize tasks so that they can be adjusted to fit individual cases down the line.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should ask, “Do you have documents that are already standardized, or can you think 
of documents that can be standardized in your office?” The trainer should then lead an interac-
tive discussion based on the Trainer Notes that follow. 
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A. Time-Saving Tools 

•	 Discovery letters for different types of cases

•	 A format for routine tasks such as filling out pleading forms and subpoenas, which can then be assigned 
to a law clerk or another assistant

•	 Many pleadings have standard templates and recurring legal principles (e.g., motion to continue, motion 
to compel discovery, etc.) Counsel should make use of or develop an office-wide:

 ° Motions Bank: a central file containing copies of all substantive motions filed by the trial attorneys

 ° Brief Bank of appellate briefs

 ° Case summaries: a central file listing and summarizing local and federal cases that address issues 
that are likely to recur in delinquency cases

 ° Subject-matter files: files that capture research, pleadings and other documents relevant to various 
issues or topics common in delinquency cases (e.g., rape shield law and motions, statements against 
penal interests, etc.)

Note To Trainer
The trainer should explain that a template is never an appropriate substitute for thorough 
and adequate research on each individual case. Nevertheless, tools like these significantly 
reduce time.

•	 Counsel should recognize the reoccurrence of fact patterns in delinquency cases in order to use similar 
motions or other documents for various similar cases. Preparation in one case may aid drafting direct 
and cross-examination questions, and preparing the prima facie motion and closing argument in another. 

•	 Counsel should make use of his or her colleagues to share information and resources. Other trial attor-
neys in the office are likely to have motions, names of expert witnesses, cross-examination techniques, 
briefs containing case law helpful in new cases and ideas for opening or closing arguments. 

B. Developing Routine Checklists

Note To Trainer
The trainer should hand out the three sample checklists and go over them with participants, high-
lighting significant issues.  The checklists are found at the end of the lesson for trainer reference 
and are available as editable Handouts that can be downloaded or printed from www.njdc.info.

•	 Motions Checklist (Master list of all possible motions) 

•	 Investigation Checklist (Master list of standard investigative tasks)

•	 Discovery Checklist (Master list of standard discovery requests)  

C. Getting Assistance from College Students and Law Students in the Community

Practice Tip

College and law students will work for free to get the experience and letters of recommenda-
tion for future employment.
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•	 Counsel should make use of investigative assistance and social work divisions in the community. 

•	 Students can be trained to:

 ° Gather records (school, employment, etc.)

 ° Research

 ° Help with discovery requests

 ° Write first draft of investigative memos 

 ° Call rehabilitative programs and make referrals for youth services (e.g., tutoring, mentoring, new 
schools, etc.)

 ° Organize and update case files

 ° Update attorney case lists

 ° With specialized training, interview witnesses and take statements

 ° And much more… 

D. Case Management Tools for High Caseloads

Note To Trainer

The trainer should hand out a copy of the Sample Case List, Sample Weekly Client Check-In 
and To-Do List, and Sample Case File Form for participants to review/comment. The Samples 
are found at the end of the lesson for trainer reference and are available as editable Hand-
outs that can be downloaded or printed from www.njdc.info.

•	 Defender Case List: Every defender should maintain his or her own case list.  Even if the defender’s 
office maintains a collective list of all cases in the office, individual defenders should develop a personal 
case list that allows them to track key information about each case. A typical case list may include 
several columns:

 ° Client contact information

 ° Client docketing information

 ° Charges

 ° Next court date and type of hearing

 ° Motions and other pleadings with due dates

 ° Investigation checklist 

 ° Weekly and bi-weekly check-in

•	 Weekly Check-In and To-Do Lists: The defender can stay on top of a large caseload by developing a 
weekly checklist to monitor deadlines within the case (e.g., motions, etc.) and to track tasks identified in 
the investigative memo (e.g., investigation tasks).
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•	 Case File Organization: The juvenile defender should maintain a case file on each active case. 

 ° The file should document all activity on the case, including client meetings, successful and failed 
investigative attempts, correspondence sent and received, etc. If a case ever needs to be transferred 
to a new lawyer, the lawyer should be able to pick up the case and know what has happened in the 
case already and what still needs to be done. 

 ° Case files should include: copies of the charging documents; all discovery; pleadings; plea offers; 
notes and other communications to and from the client; names and telephone numbers of the gov-
ernment, the judge and other parties; as well as information about how to locate the client.

V. Trial Preparation 

A. Avoiding Ineffective Assistance of Counsel (“IAC”)

Note To Trainer
The trainer should ask, “What are the minimum standards for effective assistance of counsel? 
What is the leading case? What are some grounds for ineffective assistance of counsel?” The 
trainer should then lead an interactive discussion based on the Trainer Notes that follow.  

•	 In Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), the Supreme Court recognized that “‘the right to coun-
sel is the right to the effective assistance of counsel.’” Id. at 686 (quoting McMann v. Richardson, 397 
U.S. 759, 771 n.14 (1970)). Inadequate and ineffective assistance of counsel is a violation of the Sixth 
Amendment right to counsel.  

•	 Possible Grounds for IAC include: 

 ° Failure to file motions to suppress evidence

 ° Failure to investigate

 ° Failure to raise legal issues at trial

 ° Deficient performance at trial

 ° Irrational/non-strategic decisions

 ° Failure to introduce exculpatory evidence at trial 

 ° Failure to advise client (e.g., failure to relay plea offer and advise of immigration consequences)

 ° Ineffectiveness at sentencing

 ° Conflicts of interest 

B. Guidelines for Effective Trial Preparation 

•	 The juvenile defender should begin preparing for trial as soon as he or she has a basic understanding of 
the case, and then continuously revise plans and strategies as more information becomes known. 

•	 The defender may develop a tentative plan of action immediately after interviewing the client. This plan of action 
should take the form of a preliminary “theory of the case” at least until new information warrants its revision. 

•	 Often a successful theory of defense will depend on counsel’s own identification of flaws in the prosecu-
tion’s case. 
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•	 The defender can discover weaknesses in the government’s case through several ‘informal’ means:

 ° Filing motions that will require the prosecutor to respond with pleadings that reveal aspects of the 
prosecution’s case

 ° Conducting probable cause and suppression hearings to gain disclosure of the prosecution’s case at trial

 ° Informal conversations with the prosecutor about the case during plea negotiations, other meetings 
or casual conversations while waiting for a court hearing to begin

C. Trial Memos and Trial Notebooks 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should hand out the Sample Trial Notebook Guide and Sample Trial Memo and 
then guide participants through the two handouts based on the Trainer Notes that follow. 
The Samples are found at the end of the lesson for trainer reference and are available as 
editable Handouts that can be downloaded or printed from www.njdc.info.

In addition, a Sample Case Outline is available in the Supplemental Materials as an ad-
ditional sample should the trainer want to distribute it.  

•	 When it appears that a case will go to trial, the defender should begin to outline the trial.

•	 The defender should also begin to compile a trial notebook (or a series of “trial files”) for the case.

•	 Trial memos and trial notebooks help the defender get organized, anticipate potential evidentiary prob-
lems in the case and identify strengths and weaknesses in both the government and defense case.

•	 The trial notebook or series of files should include the following:  

 ° One- to two-page overview of trial outline (i.e., list of everything that will likely happen in trial, in order)

 ° Summary of all preliminary matters to raise with the court on the morning of trial (e.g., outstanding 
discovery or Brady issues, missing witnesses, request for court reporter, motion to dismiss if govern-
ment is not ready, etc.)

 ° Summary of law on all motions filed

 ° One file or tab divider for every government or defense witness who may be called in trial

 ° Summary of law on all evidentiary issues likely to surface at trial 

 ° Summary of law and argument for Motion for Judgment of Acquittal at close of the government’s case

 ° Closing

 ° Release argument for end of trial 

 ° Copy of discovery materials and documents

 ° Copy of Investigative Memos/Copy of all Subpoenas served

Practice Tip

The tab divider or file created for “closings” reveals the true value of a trial notebook. The 
defender should start compiling a closing arguments file on the first day he or she is ap-
pointed to the case. Each time you learn of a fact or think of a catchy phrase that would be 
good for closing, you should stick a note in your closing file.
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PROPOSED TIMELINE FOR EFFECTIVE ADVOCACY

SHORT TERM GOALS

FIRST 24 HOURS INVESTIGATIVE MEMO

Client Information (e.g. determine client’s criminal history, if any)

Identify Potential Motions to File

Identify Special Discovery Needs 

Offense Information

INVESTIGATIVE TASKS (witnesses to see and questions to ask)

Legal Research

Identify Experts Early

PHOTOCOPY ELEMENTS FOR CHARGED OFFENSES

Tip: Adult criminal jury instructions often provide useful summary 
of elements and case law for relevant offense.

SERVE PRIMARY SUBPOENAS 

Arrest photos; school records of complaining witnesses and client; 
incident reports re: crime in stores, schools, etc.

ORDER TRANSCRIPT OF ANY PROBABLE CAUSE HEARING

FIRST WEEK MAKE AT LEAST ONE ATTEMPT TO INTERVIEW WITNESSES (before the gov-
ernment talks to them and discourages them from talking to defense counsel)

GO TO SCENE (PHOTOS/DIAGRAMS) (before the weather or environment 
changes)

REQUEST COURT TO APPOINT SPECIAL EDUCATION ADVOCATE IF NECES-
SARY

FILE REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY FROM GOVERNMENT

FILE MOTION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS OR OTHER CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS 
THAT REQUIRE JUDICIAL APPROVAL 

BY MOTIONS DEADLINE FILE MOTIONS ON TIME (calendar all motion deadlines)
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LONG TERM GOALS

EXPERTS IDENTIFY AND CONTACT EXPERT WITNESSES EARLY! (Application for 
payment voucher may be long process; expert witnesses may not be avail-
able for trial; evaluations may be necessary.)

FOLLOW-UP FOLLOW-UP ON WITNESS INTERVIEWS

FOLLOW-UP ON SUBPOENAS

MOTIONS TO COMPEL DISCOVERY (unless you think government’s failure to 
disclose may give grounds for exclusion of evidence or dismissal of the case)

SECOND INVESTIGATIVE MEMO (to add, reevaluate investigative tasks)

ESSENTIAL TRIAL PREP PREP ALL DEFENSE WITNESSES AT LEAST THREE TIMES BEFORE TRIAL

FILE MOTIONS TO AUTHORIZE SUBPOENA OF WITNESSES WHO ARE 
MORE THAN 25 MILES OUTSIDE OF THE JURISDICTION

COMMIT TO PAPER EARLIER (e.g. outline of cross-exam, opening, closing 
– helps you see what you are missing)

PREPARE DETENTION ARGUMENTS BEFORE THE LAST DAY OF TRIAL

DISPOSITION PREPARE FOR DISPOSITION BEFORE TRIAL, EVEN IF YOU THINK YOU 
WILL WIN! (you never know)

POST-DISPOSITION NOTICE OF APPEAL AFTER DISPOSITION (Must know and abide by local 
timelines for noting appeal.)

WRITE APPELLATE MEMO TO PRESERVE POTENTIAL 

APPELLATE ISSUES (Write memo regardless of whether you will be doing 
the appeal or another attorney will be doing the appeal.)
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SAMPLE INVESTIGATIVE MEMO

TO: INVESTIGATOR 

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: INVESTIGATIVE MEMO

CLIENT INFORMATION

Name:   John Doe

Docket:   J-123-11 (Assault on Police Officer w/ Dangerous Weapon, Sgt Calhoun)

Docket:  J-133-11 (Sex Assault)

DOB:   April 13  (17 yrs. old) 

Sex Case No:   SX04-11

Address:    101 L Street, N.E. (mother) 
21 61st Street N.E. (grandmother)

Phone:  Grandmother’s house: 222-1515

FAMILY CONTACTS

Mother:     Ms. Mary Doe 
101 L Street, N.E.   
222-1234 (home) 
222-1666 (cell) 

Father:    Mr. James Doe (incarcerated)

Siblings:     Andrea Doe (nickname “Dre”) 
534 Market Street, N.E.

Grandmother:   Margaret Doe (deceased March, 2007)

Aunts/Uncles:   Janey & Steve Doe 
301-455-1333 (cell) 
11 Zuma Street, N.E.

  Ann Doe (incarcerated)

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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Pets:  White Dog -- “Mr. Wiggles”  

Adult Family   Willie Doe “Junebug” (cell) 210-4444 
Friends:  

Cousins:    Jane Doe (cousin) 
Ann Doe’s daughter 
399-1010 (cell)

PRIOR AND PENDING RECORD

Prior Crim.  Juvenile: Manslaughter 
Convictions: 

Other Pending Maryland  (Upper Marlboro courthouse) 
Cases:   Offense date: February 25, 7:26 p.m. 

Offense: Theft Over $500 plus Statute CR-7-104 
Possible Penalty:  15 Y &/or $25,000  
District Court Case No.: 4E00211111 
Prelim. Hearing: May 1 (Judge Gardner)  
Prelim Continued:  May 2

OFFENSE

Charge:   Assault with a Dangerous Weapon (complainant: Sgt Calhoun) 
1st degree Sex Assault (armed) (complainant: Jane Lare)

Offense Date: May 13

Time:   6:00 a.m.  
Note Conflicts:  Arrest Warrant Radio Run rec’d 6:27 a.m. 

PD 251 says 6:45 a.m. 
PD 854 says approximately 6:15 a.m.

Location:  21 61st Street NE (grandmother’s house) 

Arrest Date:   May 13 

Complainants:  Sergeant Denise Calhoun (no known injuries at this time) 
Jane Lare (injuries to left hand and head)

Relationship:   Unclear if there is relationship between Respondent and Complainant; Gov’t alleges stranger 

Alleged Incident: See attached Gerstein

Notice to Family:   Sergeant Brul 
Force Investigation Team; Special Task Force  
Told family that client detained; verified address; told family that client charged with ADW hammer 
and that client had been shot in arm 

Sample Investigative Memo
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Arrestee Injury:     Shot in Arm; treated at Howard Univ Hospital released 5-17-04; in need of daily treatment of his 
wounds. Bleeding onto sheets. Puss.

All Officers Sgt Denise Calhoun – Second Complaining Witness (shot client) 
Involved:  Sgt Bruil (spelling) 
  Officer James Gartland - on scene at shooting of Client  
   Detective Julius Hunter (D2-106) (testified at detention hearing and interviewed Complainant at 

Medstar w/ Det. B Fine May 13) 
Sgt Pierce - execute Search Warrant 
Detective Barry Fine (D2-95) (executed Search Warrant; interviewed Complainant at Medstar with 
Det. J. Hunter May 13) 
Detective Jeffrey Williams - execute Search Warrant 
Detective D. Williams 
Detective L. Gray D2-347 
Detective Gaither D2-177 
Members of Emergency  
Sixth District Warrant Squad 

Search Warrant: Issued May 13 for grandmother’s house 
  Executed May 13 at 3:00 p.m.

ELEMENTS OF EACH OFFENSE 

First Degree Sexual Abuse While Armed
Insert Elements Here

Car Jacking 
Insert Elements Here

Assault with Dangerous Weapon Hammer/Assault on Police Officer (Sgt Calhoun)
Insert Elements Here

Assault with Dangerous Weapon Hammer— Civilian Complaint 
Note: Prosecutor claims this is separate event, post-sex assault because suspect told her he had to kill her after the 
alleged rape.
Insert Elements Here

JUVENILE CHRONOLOGY

January 6,  Charged with Shooting  
4yrs ago

August 2, 3 yrs Committed to Department of Human Services (DHS)

August 30, 2yrs Placed at Cornell Abraxas Residential Treatment Center

February, 1 yr Still at Abraxas

April 3, 1 yr Judge finally signed order for his return to DC 

Sample Investigative Memo
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April 9, 1 yr Earned HS Diploma at Abraxas

April 10, 1 yr  Physically Departed Abraxas 
Placed at Redirect Transitional Living

April 28, this yr Commitment to DHS Expired 

MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY

Most Recent Case Management/Recent Diagnosis:

   Community Connections 
920 Rhode Island Avenue, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20018 
Case Worker:  Tracie Doe 
(202) 282-5555

Diagnosis:    Mood Disorder w/ Psychotic Features
DSM IV Axis I 296.94  (but see Howard University diagnosis)  

Current Medications:

   Zyprexia (night terrors) - antipsychotic meds 
Respidol  (hearing voices) 

DC Jail Mental Health Liaison:

   Janice Jones  
Community Connections faxed the medication list to DC Jail. Client indicated that the mental 
health staff at DC Jail visited him. They advised him that they do not have Zyprexia, but will be 
giving him a substitute of Serquol. I would like to do some follow up about this – talk to Tracie Doe 
at Community Connections. 

   UPDATE: I spoke to Tracie Doe. Client was actually prescribed for Serqol and Abilify, which is 
another anti-psychotic drug, prescribed when patients hear voices, exhibit psychotic symptoms like 
grandiose behavior. Tracie says Zyprexia and Respidol are reasonable substitutes. 

Psychotic Episodes 

   Sunday, May 9: 1 a.m. Client made three calls to mother. Kept saying he didn’t want anything. 
Sounded okay. Just kept asking how she was doing and didn’t want anything. 2:30-3:00 a.m. 
Barricaded self in upstairs bedroom. Climbed out on roof. Swinging on the electric wire in front of 
the house. Appears that he called police on himself. 6-7 police cars reported to the location. Also 
called his aunt and cousin. Cousin managed to grab client and pull him down. He was kept at a 
psych ward at DC General overnight and sent home next day.  

  Year Ago: “Went off” on friend.  

Sample Investigative Memo
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MOTIONS TO FILE/LEGAL ISSUES TO RESEARCH

   Motion for Authorization to Obtain Complainant’s Medical Records (Washington Hospital  
Center Medstar)

   Motion to Suppress Evidence/Statements (NOTE: Search warrant indicated search for  
following property):

    DNA evidence, clothing, hammer, small pick, complainant’s personal belongings, docu-
ments or photos identifying suspect, documents showing proof of residency, photos, 
diagrams and other fruits of crime 

    RECOVERED property was 1 shell casing, 1 credit card, hammer, swabs from couch, purse 
and ID, 2 screwdrivers

    NOTE: Complaining witness also gave officers written permission to search her car. Is 
there anything we can do with that?   

  Motion to Suppress Identification from Photo Array (suggestive, etc.)

  Possible Client Statements (yet unknown) 

   -  Possibly told police multiple stories.   

   1.  maybe said nothing happened

   2.  maybe told him that this was his girlfriend

   3.  maybe said that he did not hit her

   Research Rape Shield Issues (Our investigation to date indicates that Complaining Witness had 
been knocking on doors looking to “trick” just moments before she knocked on #X YY Street.)

  Merger Issues on the Sex and ADW Hammer

  Expert Voucher Request - mental health expert 

DISCOVERY (Sex Case and potential APO)

  Sex Kit 13-part form to include but not limited to: 
    Victim’s medical history and assault info 

Opportunity to view all containers/samples, etc.  
All notes from SANE nurse

  DNA (lab analysis and all notes)  
    Quality photos of restriction gels, etc.   

Autoradiograms (RFLP, PCR) 
Serological analysis

  Hair and Fiber Microscopic Analysis 

  Fingerprint Evidence (Complainant gave police permission to search her car, lifted prints.)

Sample Investigative Memo
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  Any tangible evidence recovered from the car

  Medical records for Complainant (all notes, labs, etc.)  
    Would there be any toxicology? Even though not deceased 

Initial visit and all follow-ups

  CS photographs

  CS Evidence Recovered  
    DNA evidence, clothing, hammer, small pick! Complainant’s personal belongings, 

documents or photos identifying suspect, documents showing proof of residency, photos, 
diagrams and other fruits of crime

  Fingerprint Reports (lab analysis and all notes)

  Photo Array (opp to view original and copy)

  WACIIS, Running Resume or any PD 854s

  Basic Police Reports (251, 252, 81s)

  Radio Run 6:27 a.m. May 13

  Expert Notice 

  Need to Develop Comprehensive Brady Request (history of tricking, drugging, etc.)
    Mental health 

Prior knowledge of residents at #X YY Street 
Prior knowledge/contact with suspect, Client   

  Complainant’s Jencks

  All investigation related to the MPD shooting of our client as potential Brady

POSSIBLE EXPERTS

   Psychiatrist/Psychologist: NGI, Competency, Mitigation for Disposition 
 Ballistics: casings found  
 Forensic Medical Records Review: entry/exit wounds (went in upper forearm and  
 came out of lower arm; as if arm was up and all the way back) 
 Forensic Medical Records Review for Sex Offense: any tearing in vaginal area from 
 physical resistance, non-readiness? Or nothing at all? 

DEFENSE CASE 

  Self-defense  
  Misidentification  
  Fabrication as to Sex Assault

   Client has a history of mental health issues. As a child, he was diagnosed as antisocial and at 
some point manic-depressive. Current adult diagnosis listed by Community Connections as Mood 

Sample Investigative Memo
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Disorder with Psychotic features. Apparently Howard University came up with different diagnosis 
that we need to get. He takes Zyprexia for his sleeping disorder and Respidol for voices in his head. 
He also has admitted to using cocaine. His mental health contact is Tracie Doe. 

  DEFENSE THEORY DELETED IN SAMPLE.

INVESTIGATION

1. Get the following evidence from Witness S: casings (2), curtain and search warrant. 

2. Take pictures of the following: 

•	 Inside and outside of the house on L Street NE (i.e. stairwell, living area where blood and 
bullet casings were located, holes on the walls, blood on the sidewalk, and bucket of tools 
by the grandmother’s room)

•	 John Doe’s van and the view from inside of his van. 

3. Measure distances at the scene. 

4. Get a copy of the PD 251 in this case from 6D. (Date of incident: 5/13)

5. Get a copy of the search warrant executed on May 13 at L Street NE from the Special Proceed-
ings Office. 

6. Subpoena FOX 5, Channel 7 and Channel 8 for news coverage/footage relating to this incident. 
Client’s mother spoke with the following reporters at the scene of the alleged incident on the 
morning of May 14: Paul Wagner from FOX 5 and Steve Cheedham from Channel 7 and 8.

7. FOIA MPD Office of Professional Responsibility and Office of Civilian Complaint Review about 
Sgt. Denise Calhoun.

8. Subpoena Ofc. Denise Calhoun’s personnel files from MPD. 

9. Subpoena Officer James Gartland’s personnel files from MPD. 

10. Get client’s medical records from:

•	 Howard University Hospital

 ° Both medical AND

 ° Mental health records 

•	 DC General

•	 Providence Hospital (Seaton House)

•	 Community Connections (Contact Person: Tracie Doe) 
920 Rhode Island Avenue, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20018 

Sample Investigative Memo
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11. People to talk to: 

•	 Ann Doe (client’s aunt):  
She is currently in DC Jail, and she may know Complainant. She is about 60 years of age. 

 ° We may not need to speak with her if we can find out from other sources who the 
Complainant is. 

•	 Jane Doe (client’s cousin): Daughter of Ann Doe.  

•	 Doe (client’s cousin): Lives in the house on L Street. Lived there with client. Was home at the 
time of the incident. Need to find out what he saw and heard. 

 ° His father is Joseph who is Jane’s oldest brother. 

 ° He has a brother, and both brothers are mentally challenged. 

 ° Doe works as a maintenance person at an apartment complex.  

•	 James Doe (friend of the family): 301-555-5555.  Hangs out on L Street.  
His Girlfriend is Earlene at 202-555-1212. 
Let’s get Doe to take us to Earlene. Let’s get Earlene to drive us over to Witness’ parents’ 
house. 
Apparently, he saw Complainant right before this alleged incident and told her to go to 
grandmother’s house on 61st Street. He is about 30-42 yrs. of age. 

•	 Aunt Doe (client’s aunt): She lives in MD, but uses the house on L Street as her home ad-
dress. She comes by the house daily to check up on it. She is about 55 yrs. old.   

•	 Witness Doe (aka “June Bug”): 
SSN xxxxxxxx 
Date of Birth 
He sleeps in a van outside of the house on the L Street. He is about 40 years of age.  

•	 Lisa Doe 
202-xxxxxxxx 
xxxx W Street, S.E. (third floor/top; go to the left) 
Washington, D.C. 
Age:  She says she is 34 years old; Aunt says her birthday is Sept 15.   
(Friend of the family): Saw both Doe and Complainant the night of the incident. 

 ° Need to know the following: 

a. How did CW look when she saw her?

b. What do you mean by “geeking”?

c. How was CW acting?

d. Describe her physical appearance – shaking, bugged eyes, slurred words, etc.? 

e. How long has she known CW?

Sample Investigative Memo
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f. Does she know that CW uses? If so, what and how often? 

g. When was the last time she saw CW using? Was it that night?

•	 Billy Doe (client’s neighbor): What did he see and hear before he turned in for the night. 

•	 Earlene (Doe’s girlfriend): 301-555-1212. She spoke with Doe after the incident. What did he 
tell her about what had occurred?

•	 “Good Samaritan”  

 ° He saw CW bleeding from the head when he was on the way to work. Saw her at L and 
East Capitol Street right near the Metro.   

 ° His girlfriend lives at 62nd and Central. The girlfriend lives in the back of the U-shaped 
quad, second apartment from the right. 

•	 Complainant 
All we have is a physical description. Light skin, braces, has hips, taller than Lisa who be-
lieves that she is 5’8” (odd – this could be wrong, Lisa didn’t look 5’8”), short natural hair. 
Follow up on the info found over at DC Superior Court re: potential Complainant. 
We should also look in the phone book for DC and Maryland. Someone mentioned that they 
thought she lived in Upper Marlboro. 
Check DMV Records. 
People Finder searches, etc. 

•	 Run CIS on ALL Witnesses listed above.

•	 What time did the sun rise on May 13? 

•	 Get Maryland court jacket for our client. 

•	 Get paperwork with Maryland case number, etc. 

•	 Contact/find Maryland attorney

 ° Hechts – in Bowie Town Center (investigate)

 ° No lawyer yet, has not pleaded or gone to trial 

 ° June 15 is next court date

 ° Incident occurred sometime in March (before client’s birthday in April)

 ° Theft charge appears to be felony (over $500)

•	 Get phone records from aunt’s cell phone, N.E. (Month of May).

 ° 202-555-1212

 ° Who listed on phone bill?

 ° What numbers were dialed?

Sample Investigative Memo
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 ° Verizon Telephone company

 ° Aunts

•	 Get phone records from home phone on L Street, N.E.

 ° Who is on phone bill?

 ° What numbers were dialed?

 ° Verizon Phone

•	 Run FOIA on all PD 251s (reports) to L Street, N.E. 

•	 Maybe see “Ms. Jo” – she called Complainant’s mother when she saw police surrounding L 
Street. Where does she live? How close is she to the house? What did she see or hear? 

•	 Subpoena arrest photo of Complainant in one of her misdemeanor cases? Rebecca will do this.  

•	 Contact Mr. Ernest (mentor from Oak Hill) called house.

 ° 783-5555 (mother thinks that is the phone number)

 ° Ask sister for the phone number

•	 Contact Mental Health Unit at Jail – get list of client’s meds. 

•	 Interview Doe (Ann’s daughter) about Sgt. Calhoun. Sgt. Calhoun and Doe served in the 
military together in Saudi Arabia.

•	 Run phone records for Lisa Doe.

Sample Investigative Memo
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MOTIONS CHECKLIST

TO: DELINQUENCY LAWYERS 

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: WHAT MOTIONS CAN I FILE? A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST

I. AT ARRAIGNMENT OR INITIAL HEARING

•	 Requesting order allowing defense to provide detained client with clothes for line-up

•	 Requesting authorization to have intern/investigator present at line-up

•	 Seeking order preventing witness(es) to other crimes from viewing client’s line-up

•	 Opposing photographing line-up if only some (and not all) of the witnesses appear 

•	 Opposing government request for HIV testing, Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966)

•	 Opposing government request for blood/hair/saliva orders, Id.

•	 Opposing drug testing as a condition of release

•	 Opposing government request for continuance of probable cause hearing

•	 Requesting authorization to photograph client at jail or in cellblock

•	 Seeking to control press access and/or publicity; seeking to close hearing to public

•	 Requesting dismissal of complaint or information for undue delay in presentment or arraign-
ment in violation of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44 (1991)

•	 Asserting client’s 5th and 6th Amendment rights with respect to the case in court, as well as 
any other case, McNeil v. Wisconsin, 501 U.S. 171 (1991)

•	 Seeking dismissal of “Jane or John Doe complaints” for failing to give proper notice and for 
violating the Due Process Clause by making it impossible to prepare properly for preventive 
detention and preliminary hearings (often arises in sex cases)

•	 Opposing psychological, psychosexual or similar evaluation pending trial

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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II. CHALLENGES TO THE CHARGING DOCUMENT

Based on:

•	 Selective prosecution

•	 Vindictive prosecution

•	 Immunity/constitutional privilege

•	 Violation of statute of limitations

•	 Improper juvenile transfer to adult prosecution

•	 Insufficient allegations

•	 Vague allegations

•	 Unconstitutional statute, e.g., vagueness

•	 Invalid statute, e.g., improper use of emergency legislation, failure to update statute

•	 Duplicity (two charges in one count, raises unanimity problem)

•	 Multiplicity (one crime charged in several counts)

•	 Failure to allege the essential elements of the charged crime

•	 Failure to state proper jurisdiction of court in which charge is brought

•	 Abandonment of prosecution

•	 Unnecessary delay 

•	 Pre-arrest delay

•	 Violation of speedy trial

•	 Loss or destruction of evidence (see Local Discovery Rule)

•	 Double jeopardy, prior conviction or acquittal for the same offense, or no manifest necessity for 
mistrial

Motion seeking:

•	 Bill of particulars

 ° Can be particularly helpful in assault and destruction of property cases to pin down 
exactly what the alleged misconduct is. Note: you may be able to achieve the same 
result by obtaining the information through informal discovery (see Local Discovery 
Rule), documenting that discovery in a discovery request letter and then putting it on the 
record as a preliminary matter that the trial is about the specified conduct. If the govern-
ment tries to switch up or add additional conduct, you can claim a notice problem. See, 
e.g., (Woodrow) Wilson v. United States, 606 A.2d 1017 (D.C. 1992), for the right of the 
defense to rely on representations made by the government.

Motions Checklist
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III. SUPPRESSION OF EVIDENCE

•	 Statements: improper seizure (4th Amendment, no PC, no RAS)

•	 Statements: pre-arraignment delay (Local Rule?)

•	 Statements: Miranda (failure to give warning, involuntary waiver, improper re-initiation 
after assertion)

•	 Statements: voluntariness (5th Amendment)

•	 Statements: after right to counsel attaches

•	 Statements: illegal wiretap (Title III)

•	 Statements: violation of (extradition requirements, use in combination with 6th Amendment and 
D.C. case)

•	 Statements: interviewing juveniles in detention (Local Rule?)

•	 Tangible evidence: illegal search or seizure (4th Amendment, think beyond PC and RAS; was the 
manner of the search reasonable, e.g., Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 or excessive)

•	 Tangible evidence: fruit of other statutory or constitutional violation

•	 Tangible evidence: challenges to warrants

 Knock and announce

 Franks violation

 Insufficient particularity

 Search exceeded scope of warrant

 Violation of statutory inventory/return requirements

 Staleness of affidavit

•	 Identification: improper seizure (4th Amendment)

•	 Identification: suggestivity (5th Amendment)

•	 Identification: right to counsel (line-up)

•	 Identification: unreliability (so unreliable that it is inadmissible as a matter of law, see, e.g., In 
re L.D.O., 400 A.2d 1055 (D.C. 1979); Sheffield v. United States, 397 A.2d 963 (D.C. 1979); Beatty 
v. United States, 544 A.2d 699 (D.C. 1988))

•	 Due process challenges based on racial discrimination; Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806 
(1996)

•	 Seeking to treat defense motions as conceded

Motions Checklist
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IV. INVESTIGATION

•	 Ex parte motions

 ° Seeking judge’s signature on subpoenas for out-of-state witnesses or pretrial production 
of documents

 ° Seeking judge’s signature on subpoenas for medical or mental health records; See Brown 
v. United States, 567 A.3d 426 (D.C. 1989); D.C. CODE §14-307 (2012).

 ° Seeking inspection of juvenile or neglect records (particularly in child sex cases)

 ° Seeking production of arrest photos of individuals other than client

•	 Seeking access to witness who has been improperly counseled by government not to talk to 
defense counsel; Gregory v. United States, 369 F.2d 185 (D.C. Cir. 1966).

•	 Seeking preservation of evidence

•	 Compelling deposition (Local Rule)

V. DISCOVERY

•	 Seeking an order compelling production (see Local Discovery Rule)

•	 Seeking exclusion or other sanctions for failure to produce or late production (see Local Discovery 
Rule) (In car theft cases and other similar cases where preservation of evidence is an on-going 
problem, have form letter ready to give prosecutor at presentment asking for preservation.)

•	 Seeking an order compelling production of Brady material; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).

•	 Seeking exclusion or other sanctions for failure to produce or late production of Brady; (e.g., 
requests for police personnel files based on evidence of police misconduct)

•	 Seeking production of prior transcripts of government witness (i.e. narcotics expert)

•	 Seeking production of materials regarding benefits given to a witness in the witness protec-
tion program

VI. SEVERANCE/IMPROPER JOINDER

•	 Counts

•	 Defendants

 ° Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968)

 ° Irreconcilable defenses

 ° Disparate evidence/non-mutually admissible evidence

 ° Desire to call co-respondent as witness

 ° Second prosecutor argument

Motions Checklist
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VII. TRIAL: EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE

•	 Seeking exclusion of irrelevant or unfairly prejudicial evidence

•	 Seeking redaction of statements (e.g., co-respondent’s statements)

•	 Seeking exclusion of other crimes evidence

•	 Opposing impeachment by prior convictions

•	 Opposing impeachment of character witnesses

•	 Challenging witness competency

•	 Asserting a privilege

•	 Seeking sanctions for discovery violations

•	 Seeking sanctions for Jencks Act violations

•	 Seeking exclusion of statements based on Opper v. United States, 348 U.S. 84 (1954) as not 
corroborated by substantial independent evidence tending to establish the trustworthiness of 
the statements

•	 Seeking exclusion of inflammatory or cumulative evidence

•	 Challenging expert testimony based on:

 ° Improper, inadequate methodology/testing in this case

 ° Bias, incompetence in this case

 ° Unreliability and lack of scientific basis in general

 ° Failure of government to meet requirements laid out in drug expert statute

 ° Battered woman syndrome/patterns of domestic violence

•	 Seeking exclusion of hearsay

VIII. TRIAL: INCLUSION OF EVIDENCE

•	 Seeking inclusion of evidence that another person did it (e.g., Winfield v. United States, 676 
A.2d 1 (D.C. 1996))

•	 Requesting right to do a bias cross-examination

•	 Seeking to impeach non-testifying hearsay declarant (fed. R. CRiM. P. 806)

•	 Seeking to introduce expert testimony

•	 Seeking to introduce evidence of battered woman syndrome/post traumatic stress disorder

•	 Seeking introduction of polygraph evidence

Motions Checklist
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Motions Checklist

•	 Seeking permission to put on novel defenses

•	 Seeking permission to introduce evidence of bad acts of government witnesses or decedent

IX. TRIAL: PROCEDURAL MATTERS (THIS SECTION DOES NOT BEGIN TO COVER THE RANGE OF MOTIONS THAT 
MAY BECOME APPROPRIATE DURING TRIAL.)

•	 Seeking gag orders

•	 Seeking order allowing detained client to wear street clothes during trial

•	 Seeking authorization to conduct Jencks inquiries outside the presence of the jury; Jencks v. 
United States, 353 U.S. 657 (1957)

X. TRIAL (THIS SECTION DOES NOT BEGIN TO COVER THE RANGE OF MOTIONS THAT MAY ARISE DURING TRIAL.)

Requesting change in venue due to excessive pretrial publicity

•	 Seeking recusal of judge

•	 Seeking reconsideration of suppression motions based on new information at trial

•	 For mistrial where government proffer of other crimes evidence not supported by testimony

•	 To compel production of statements of witness not called by government (Brady)

•	 Collateral estoppel challenges where previous trial resolved issue

•	 Challenging constitutionality of use of client’s testimony from previous trial

XI. POST-TRIAL

•	 Seeking a new trial based on:

 ° The interest of justice (within seven days of verdict)

 ° Newly discovered evidence

 ° Ineffective assistance of counsel

•	 Seeking post verdict motion for judgment of acquittal

•	 Seeking correction or reduction of sentence
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INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST

TO: DELINQUENCY LAWYERS 

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST

INITIAL CLIENT INTERVIEW

Do not discuss extensive facts of case in cellblock (no privacy) 
Interview after arraignment if possible or schedule appointment for the following day 
If client detained, visit at detention facility the next day 
Get as many names, addresses, telephone numbers and/or descriptions of possible witnesses

GO TO SCENE

As quickly as possible 
As close to the same time of day as the event as possible 
Take pictures

OFFICIAL RECORDS

Petition 
Order for release or detention in youth facility 
Warrant affidavits 
All police reports 
Drug test results 
Client’s prior record from all jurisdictions 
Copies of all jackets from those jurisdictions 
Client’s juvenile cases 
Co-respondents’ case jackets 
Co-respondents’ criminal records  
Copies of all jackets from those jurisdictions 
Weather reports 
Traffic reports

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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TRANSCRIPTS

Probable cause hearing 
Co-respondent probable cause hearing (if on different day/time) 
Prior trial 
Competency hearing 
Motions to suppress 
Related trial 
Related hearing (e.g., status)

OTHER COUNSEL

Probable cause hearing lawyer 
Line-up lawyer 
Prior trial lawyer 
Lawyer for co-respondent 
Lawyer in related matter (e.g., co-respondent)

SUBPOENAS

Telephone records 
Ambulance run 
Arrest photographs (color and black and white)
Any other relevant police reports 
Prison/jail records (client, co-respondents, witnesses) 
Prison/jail visiting records (client, co-respondents, witnesses) 
Client’s medical records (with release) 
Complainant’s medical records (with release or judicial authorization)
Complainant’s work, school, housing records 
Complainant’s car insurance records in UUV cases

LIKELY GOVERNMENT WITNESSES [ALWAYS INTERVIEW WITH AN INVESTIGATOR OR OTHER WITNESS]

Police officers (e.g., arresting, mobile crime)

Statement 
Check for complaints, disciplinary, FOIA records 
Check for criminal records in all jurisdictions

Complaining Witness

Statement (and release if possible) 
Check record  
Copy all jackets

Investigation Checklist
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 Other Fact Witnesses (e.g., eye/ear witnesses; uncharged misconduct witnesses)

Statement (and signed release authorizing you to get relevant records, if possible) 
Check records  
Copy all jackets

 Expert Witnesses

Interview

LIKELY DEFENSE WITNESSES [SHOULD INTERVIEW WITH AN INVESTIGATOR OR OTHER WITNESS IN CASE 
DEFENSE WITNESS TELLS DIFFERENT VERSION AT TRIAL]

 Fact Witnesses (e.g., alibi, self-defense, Brady)

 No statement

 No notes

 Check criminal record 

 Copy all jackets

 Character Witnesses (both for client and against government witnesses)

 No statement

 No notes

 Check record 

 Copy all jackets

 Expert Witnesses

 No notes, maybe report

VERIFY DEFENSE WITNESS’ TESTIMONY

E.g. Check routes that were taken; check that bus stop exists and that bus would take person to 
where he or she was going; check times of TV shows; check times and locations of movies, etc.

DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE

 Photographs

 Diagrams

 Models

 Charts

 Maps

Investigation Checklist
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DISCOVERY CHECKLIST

TO: DELINQUENCY LAWYERS 

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: JUVENILE DISCOVERY CHECKLIST

NOTE: THIS SAMPLE IS BASED ON A LOCAL DISCOVERY RULE

CLIENT:  ____________________________________  DATE:  ________________________________

AAG: ______________________________________  PHONE:  _______________________________

REQUESTED

Police Reports   [Rule 16(a)(1)(C)]

_______ PD 379 (Delinquency Report)

_______ PD 202A (Continuation Report)

_______ PD 379A (Juvenile Index Card)

_______ PD 379 D (Processing Report)

_______ PD 251 (Event Report)

_______ PD 252 (Supplemental Report)

_______ PD 163 (If Adult Co-defendant)

_______ Buy Report (e.g., in drug cases)

_______ Affidavit/Request for Custody Order

_______ Reports Specific to the Case 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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Statements   [Rule 16(a)(1)(A)]

_______ PD 47 (Rights Card)

_______ Written Statements (PD 118)

_______ Oral Statements (where and when) 

_______ Request copy of any written record containing substance of client’s oral statement

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Prior Record  [Rule 16(a)(1)(B)]

_______  Prior Record

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Tangible Evidence  [Rule 16(a)(1)(C)]

_______  Evidence (introduce at trial)

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_______  Evidence (seized from client)

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_______  VIEWING LETTER for all Evidence

_______  PD 81 (Property Report)

_______  Photographs

_______  Radio Run (recorded lookout and any related printouts)

_______  Washington Area Law Enforcement Services (WALES) Check (always recorded)

_______  911 Call (always recorded)

_______  Ambulance Run

Discovery Checklist
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Examinations and Tests  [Rule 16(a)(1)(D)]

_______  DEA-7 (Drug Analysis)

_______  Fingerprint Results

_______  Handwriting Results

_______  Medical Reports

_______  Other

Identification  [Clemons v. United States, 408 F.2d 1230 (D.C. 1968)]

_______  Line-up (photo and videotape)

_______  Show-up Results

_______  Drive-by ID

_______  Photo Array

Exculpatory Evidence   [Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963)]

_______  General Brady

_______  Specific Brady

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_______  Lewis Request (including police), 393 A.2d 109 (1978); 408 A.2d 303 (D.C. 1079)

_______  Giglio Request (witness deals), 405 U.S. 150 (1972)

Other Requests

_______  Bruton Statements (made by co-respondent), 391 U.S. 123 (1968)

_______  Drew Evidence (prior bad acts), 331 F.2d 85 (D.C. Cir. 1964)

_______  Toliver Evidence (surrounding circ.), 468 A.2d 958 (D.C. 1975)

_______  Witness Lists, Holmes, 343 A.2d 272 (D.C. 1975)

_______  Observation Post (involved/location)

_______  Informant (involved/reliability)

Discovery Checklist
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Plea Negotiation

   Consent Decree  ________________________________________________________________

   Diversion Option  _______________________________________________________________

   Plea Offer : ___________________________________________________________________

   Step-back   _________________________   Allocution _________________________________  

   Disposition Concessions  __________________________________________________________

Government Requests

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Discovery Checklist
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SAMPLE CASE LIST

CASE LIST

CLIENT  
NAME & 
JACKET NO.

CONTACT 
INFO  
(ADDRESS-
PHONE)

CHARGES NEXT 
COURT 
DATE & 
TYPE OF 
HEARING

MOTIONS, 
ETC. DUE & 
DEADLINE

INVESTIGATE 
CHECKLIST

WEEKLY/ 
BI-WEEKLY 
CHECK-IN

John Doe 
09 Del 123 
Social File  
09 JSF 567

111 L Street 
Wash, DC 
(cell) 
(home) 
(Parent/guard-
ian #) 

UUV 
Possess Marij

Status Hearing  
J. Byrd 
October 1

Suppress 
Statement 
Suppress 
Tangible Evid 
Disco Letter

Interview 
Complainant 
Scene 
Subpoena 
Video Surveil-
lance

Every Fri

(Every other 
Fri – next)
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SAMPLE WEEKLY CLIENT CHECK-IN AND TO-DO LIST

WEEKLY CLIENT CHECK-IN AND TO-DO LIST SEPTEMBER 21-26

CLIENT KEY INFO TO REVISIT WITH 
CLIENT

TO DO 

John Doe Community Service 
Employment

Discovery Letter to Govt 
Interview Complainant 

John Doe Eyewitness 
Character Witness

File Suppression 

 

WEEKLY CLIENT CHECK-IN LIST OCTOBER 5-9

 

WEEKLY CLIENT CHECK-IN LIST OCTOBER 12-16
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SAMPLE CASE FILE FORM

ARRAIGNMENT              SPECIAL          (Circle One)

Covered By:  _________________________________  Date:  _________________________________

PETITION #  ___________________   PROLAW# ____________________  QUEST # ___________________

JUDGE/MASTER  ___________________________  PT/H  _________ HOME COURT  __________________

CURRENT CLIENT INFORMATION

NAME _______________________________________ PHONE (______) _________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________ CITY ______________________STATE _____ ZIP _________

DOB ______________ AGE __________ PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME _______________________________

ALTERNATIVE PHONE NUMBER (_______) _______________________ Home __________ Cell __________

SECONDARY CONTACT_________________________ PHONE (______) _________________________

SCHOOL _____________________________________GRADE ________  IEP?   Yes ________ No _______

PRIOR HOSPITALIZATIONS (circle one)            YES            NO

CURRENT MEDICATIONS 
____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

PENDING HEARING(S) ___________________________________________________________________

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER  
Juvenile
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PRIOR ATTORNEY ASSIGNED ______________________________________________________________

FTA/WARRANT/WRIT HISTORY _____________________________________________________________

PENDING ADULT CHARGES? (circle one)            YES            NO

CURRENT STATUS (circle one)            On Probation            Committed            CINA            CD

NUMBER OF TIMES ON BOX: ___________ BOX VIOLATIONS? ____________________________________

ARRESTED WITH CO-RESPONDENTS?  
____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

CRIMINAL HISTORY IN FILE         Intake   ________ (initial)

PARENT/GUARDIAN WILLING TO ALLOW CLIENT HOME (circle one)            YES            NO

INVOLVEMENT IN COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES? ___________________________________________________

ATTORNEY NOTES/UPCOMING COURT DATES

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Sample Case File Form
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SAMPLE TRIAL NOTEBOOK GUIDE

TO: DELINQUENCY LAWYERS 

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: TRIAL FILES AND TRIAL NOTEBOOKS

This memo is designed to provide some basic tips for pulling together a Trial Notebook or a collection of Trial Files.  

Below please find a list of files (or tab dividers) that should be included within the Notebook or the collection of Files.  
Specific tips are provided within.  

TRIAL PLAN AND ADMINISTRATIVE CHECKLISTS

The first file or tab divider should include a one- to two-page outline of how you anticipate the trial will flow. The Trial 
Plan should start with a list of all preliminary matters and pretrial motions, list all stages of the trial, and conclude 
with step-back arguments in the unfortunate event that you lose trial. The trial plan should also include a list of all 
potential government or defense witnesses.  

The administrative file should also include a “To-Do list” and a “To-Bring list” of sorts.  The “To-Do” list would serve as a 
reminder for such things as: ask the government for an opportunity to view any diagrams, exhibits, etc., that you have not 
seen; ask the government to provide you with early disclosure of Jencks; ask the government to provide you with the DOB 
and SSN of any witness so that you can run record searches; ask the clerk for a court reporter; make sure you have exhibit 
labels for the defense evidence, etc. The “To-Bring” list would serve as a reminder of everything you need to bring to trial 
– e.g. exhibits, dress clothes for your client, extra pad and paper for your client to write on while trial is proceeding, etc. 

PRELIMINARY MATTERS:  

This file or tab divider should include a list of all preliminary matters that must be raised with the judge before trial 
can begin. Issues that might be litigated as a preliminary matter include:

•	 Outstanding Discovery Matters

•	 Witnesses Who Have Not Yet Arrived

•	 Brady Issues

•	 Expert Issues (e.g., opposing a government expert)

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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•	 Request for Court Reporter

•	 Oral Motion to Dismiss for Want of Prosecution 

Preliminary matters tend to focus only on those issues that would be “dispositive” of the case or issues that would 
affect the readiness of either party (government or defense).

This tab would also include (for every issue to be raised): (a) an outline for the oral argument with reference to the 
relevant case law; and (b) three copies of each of the key cases to be cited.  For example, if you were planning to 
argue for dismissal of the case because the government failed to preserve evidence, you would include an outline of 
this argument and three copies of cases such as In re Q.D.G., 6 A.2d 36 (1998). If the arguments are fairly extensive, 
you might want to have a separate file or separate tab divider for each preliminary matter. See discussion that follows 
on “Motions Files.”

EXHIBITS CHART

This file simply has a chart that allows you to track all of the exhibits that have been marked and introduced by the 
defense or the government.  The chart would indicate the Exhibit No., the party seeking its admission, a description of 
the exhibit, whether or not an objection was made, what the court’s ruling was on the objection. 

MOTIONS FILES – INDIVIDUAL FILE FOR EACH MOTION 

A motions file should be created for each motion filed or raised orally in the case. The file or tab divider should include 
a stamped copy of all pleadings filed in the court in connection with the motion (e.g., Defense’s Motion to Suppress 
Statements and Government’s Response). For each motion, you should include: (a) a written outline of the anticipated 
argument with reference to relevant case law; and (b) three copies of each of the key cases that you intend to 
rely on: one copy for the judge, one for the government and one for you.

WITNESS FILES

Each witness in the case – government or defense, motion or trial – should have a separate file. Within that file, you 
should include the following:

•	 A copy of every police report that either references the listed witness or that is written by the listed 
witness and any other document that may be used for impeachment of that witness; NOTE: original cop-
ies of discovery should remain together in a file labeled “Discovery.” If one police report is connected to 
three witnesses, it should be copied three times.

•	 Any witness statements (taken by defense or government)

•	 An outline of questions for cross-examination

•	 An outline for any legal argument you might have to make in connection with this witness (e.g., exclude 
hearsay, admit hearsay, limit the scope of cross by the government, law authorizing you to cross-exam-
ine on bias, etc.), and three copies of any case

•	 Copies of any maps, photos, diagrams or other exhibits you intend to use with witnesses 

•	 Carbon copy of any subpoena you served on the witness

Sample Trial Notebook Guide
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•	 Contact information for the witness – phone, address, social security, date of birth, employment, etc. 

•	 Copies of all investigative memos (to you or by you) that relate to this witness; NOTE: Instruct investi-
gators to write SEPARATE memos on each witness they interview; one memo should not discuss five 
witnesses. Remember: be careful about creating Jencks for your defense witnesses. 

CASE LAW ON ANTICIPATED EVIDENTIARY ISSUES

In many, if not most cases, you can anticipate the types of legal issues that are likely to arise in your trial. You should 
bring “subject matter files” for each of the anticipated issues. These subject matter files will include copies of the 
most relevant cases. You might also include a summary memo or case briefs to make the argument more succinct. For 
example, in a typical juvenile sex case, we often have to address issues such as: excited utterance, rape shield law, 
complainant’s testimony via closed circuit TV, report of rape exception and statements for purposes of medical diagno-
sis. You should have one file for each one of these issues.  

MJOA 

This file or tab divider should include an outline of your anticipated argument at the Motion for Judgment of Acquittal. 
If your MJOA is extremely law-based or grounded in a complicated legal issue, you might consider preparing a written 
MJOA. In any case, you should bring three copies of each of the key cases you intend to rely on in the MJOA. Your 
outline should include case law as well as facts you hope to elicit in your argument.  Remember, in a delinquency case 
there are two MJOAs: one at the end of the government’s case and one at the end of the defense case. 

CLOSING

You should start compiling a closing arguments file from the FIRST DAY you pick up your case. Every time you learn 
a fact or think of a catchy phrase that would be good for closing, you should stick a note in your closing file. Several 
days before trial begins, you should go through the file and organize all of your notes and ideas into an outline. The 
initial outline should use precise/narrow goal headings and bullet points of facts that support your goal.  For example, 
under the goal heading, “You can’t believe the complainant because she has told multiple stories over time,” you 
would list and be ready to discuss discrepancies that have evolved over time.  

POST-TRIAL RELEASE ARGUMENTS

Because the question of detention is revisited after every trial, you should always keep a file on Post-trial Release 
Arguments. The file reminds you to check the client’s drug tests, school records, compliance with curfew, etc. It also 
reminds you to get any status updates from Probation.

DISCOVERY

This file/tab should include a complete set of all discovery you received from the government, as well as any corre-
spondence (Rosser letters, etc.) with the government. It is important to keep a complete set of discovery, file-stamped 
and intact, just as you received it in case there are any discovery arguments.

INVESTIGATIVE MEMOS

You should keep a running file of all investigative memos, including copies of those memos that you include in indi-
vidual witness’ files. 

Sample Trial Notebook Guide
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SAMPLE TRIAL MEMO

TO: FILE

FROM: KRIS DEFENDER

RE: TRIAL BRIEF

In re  ______________________________

Jacket #

Co-defendants/Respondents 

I. CHARGED OFFENSES/ELEMENTS

A. 

1. Elements

B. 

1. Elements

C. 

1. Elements

D. 

1. Elements

II. GOVERNMENT’S VERSION AND OUR INVESTIGATION OF GOVERNMENT WITNESSES

III. MOTIONS

A. Title:  

1. DATE FILED ___________________________________________________

2. DATE RULED ON  _______________________________________________

PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Office Memorandum
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3. RESULT  _____________________________________________________

4. COMMENTS  _________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________

B. Title:  

1. DATE FILED ___________________________________________________

2. DATE RULED ON  _______________________________________________

3. RESULT  _____________________________________________________

4. COMMENTS  _________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________

C. Title:  

1. DATE FILED ___________________________________________________

2. DATE RULED ON  _______________________________________________

3. RESULT  _____________________________________________________

4. COMMENTS  _________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________

IV. POSSIBLE DEFENSE THEORY

V. THE FACTS MOST DAMAGING TO DEFENSE

VI. THE FACTS MOST FAVORABLE TO DEFENSE

VII. DEFENSE THEORY/THEMES/IMAGES

VIII. PRELIMINARY MATTERS; DISCOVERY, OUTSTANDING BRADY, COURT REPORTER REQUESTED

IX. OPENING OUTLINE

X. CLOSING OUTLINE

XI. MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL

XII. POSSIBLE PROSECTION WITNESSES

XIII. POSSIBLE DEFENSE WITNESSES
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XIV. GOVERNMENT WITNESS GOALS/QUESTIONS FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION

A. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Anticipated testimony

3. Objectives for this witness

B. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Anticipated testimony

3. Objectives for this witness

C. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Anticipated testimony

3. Objectives for this witness

D. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Anticipated testimony

3. Objectives for this witness

XV. DEFENSE WITNESS GOALS/QUESTIONS FOR DIRECT EXAMINATION

A. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Objectives for this witness

3. Possible vulnerabilities on cross

B. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Objectives for this witness

3. Possible vulnerabilities on cross

C. Name of Witness

1. Type of witness

2. Objectives for this witness

3. Possible vulnerabilities on cross          



XVI. EVIDENTIARY MATTERS

A. 

1. Problems

2. Legal authority

B. 

1. Problems

2. Legal authority

XVII. DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE AND WITNESS USED TO INTRODUCE

XVIII. PRIOR CONVICTIONS/ADJUDICATIONS

A. 

1. Disposition

2. Aftercare status

B. 

1. Disposition

2. Aftercare status

C. 

1. Disposition

2. Aftercare status

XIX. FACTORS FOR LESSER DISPOSITION OR ALTERNATIVES TO DETENTION

A. Goals for Sentencing

1. Rehabilitation

2. Public safety

3. Needs of victim

B. Other


